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Introduction:  

Smart Flower: Background.  

The concept of Smart flower was motivated by the sight of a sunflower that turns 
to sun and follows it throughout the day.  
 

The technological breakthrough of designing the first smart flower occurred with 
the system design by Alexander Swatek and Thomas Daubek. Later Alexander Swatek, 
Peter Matisovits and Christoph Schöndorfer established Smart flower Energy 
Technology GmbH in 2010, with headquarters in Güssing in Burgenland and Vienna.  
In 2013, after three years of planning, designing, and reworking, Tobias Legerer, the 
Heading of Marketing, Smart flower, along with Alexander Swatek, Thomas Daubek and 
others, presented the concept of smart flower for the first time at the Intersolar in 
Munich. The first systems were already dispatched to retailers and end-customers. 
During 2014, the company’s plan was to sell nearly 1,000 or more units.   
 

The Smart flower, or Solar Sunflower, is a blend between solar panels and art. It 
is a photovoltaic (PV) system that has been incorporated to bring visibility to solar 
technology, and at the same time to enhance the landscape and architecture they 
complement via aesthetics. Smart flowers have been modelled like a sunflower, and 
they have all the individual components, including solar panels, inverters, wiring, 
batteries, and others to generate electricity and store it. 

 
Besides generating solar energy, another objective of installing smart flower is to 

create public awareness and increase the adoption of renewable energy. Photovoltaic 
systems like smart flowers are not typical primary sources of energy for a property, 
which is fulfilled by traditional rooftop solar panels. Solar flowers work as 
complementary to rooftop solar systems or various other green building techniques, 
and symbolizing the environmental benefits of renewable energy. 
 

Highlights: 

Some of the salient features of Smart flower are as mentioned below: 

• Works like Sunflower with smart tracking technology: With inbuilt program 

which could yield to optimum energy extraction from sun. Modular solar fan can 

move both horizontal and vertical in order to keep track with sun’s angle to 

produce optimum generation through out the day even in cloudy days.  

https://solarfeeds.com/solar-industry-technological-breakthroughs/
https://solarfeeds.com/wiki/solar-panel/
https://solarfeeds.com/wiki/solar-energy/
https://solarfeeds.com/wiki/renewable-energy/


• Easy installation: Unlike traditional roof top type no complex circuitry added 

hence we can use with plug and play type. 

• Portability: Easy to move the entire unit from one place to another remove the 

bolts and move on.  

• Usage in daily life: It can be used for multiple applications in our daily routine 

like: 

➢ Charging an EV bike or car. 

➢ Charge mobile phones, use for washing clothes and many other 

household routines.  

• Self-cleaning and smart cooling of modules: Cleaning and cooling of solar 

modules impacts generation adversely and both these activities can be done 

periodically without additional manual intervention which reduces cost 

optimisation and generation improvement. 

Considering the geographical structure of INDIA, which we have around >300 

sunny days a year hence there is abundant scope of developing solar installations for 

better tomorrow by mitigating fossil fuels usage to bare minimum. In my point of view 

there is lot of scope for business expansion related to solar considering heavy demand 

for electricity and recent developments and helping hand from Government of INDIA 

pertaining to reduction of pollution and implementation of sustainable Renewable 

energy sources.   

 INDIA is a diversified nation with different religions, languages, cultures etc., as a 

new organisation we must work on some core values in order to make in roots to the 

competitive market like INDIA such as customer acquisition, customer 

engagement/satisfaction.  

Some of the points are as mentioned below:  

Sr. 
No Customer acquisition  Customer satisfaction  

1 Discussions with Govt and local bodies Put yourself in their shoes 

2 Marketing in all possible ways like Social Media, News etc. Always remember customer is our boss 

3 Creating awareness about the usage of Solar  Available 24*7  

4 Region wise concentration. Immediate resolution of problems 

 



1. Customer Acquisition: We must look for some core marketing strategies as 

stated below:  

➢ Awareness of our products and its usage to common public which I guess 

can be done through advertising using social media platforms and news 

channels and in some parts of INDIA in person discussions can give 

reasonable benefits. 

➢ Still most parts of INDIA are missing with electricity connectivity, which I 

think we can work on and relocate and have discussions with Government 

bodies so that we can increase installations.  

➢ We must look for villages and less electricity connected regions like 

North-Eastern where still there is less connectivity. Given the cost of our 

product is on the higher end we must educate public by demonstrating 

considerable benefits of installing our product. 

➢ With recent developments by Government of India in the field of 

renewable energy, there are lot of policies and subsidies that are provided 

by Govt, hence that would have an added advantage if we go in line 

discussions with our project. If we can satisfy Govt bodies which I guess 

could be a boost for drastically increasing our product installations across 

INDIA.  

2. Customer Management: We must put ourselves in customer shoes and work on 

how we can satisfy them as customer is our boss. In order to increase and stamp 

our mark in already established and competitive market. If a customer is 

satisfied, they will broadcast our product to all their relatives and local 

communities, which may result in early stabilisation in the market.  

More strategies are to be implemented in order to make our mark in already 

established vast INDIAN market  

➢ Short term goals and striving hard for achieving the same. 

Goals are to meet in short time in the initial phases of the start-up, look for all 

possible ways to take our product in an effective manner in the market.  

➢ Hiring some passionate renewable energy professional who have good command 

on state and central govt rules and regulations so as we can take our product to 

all localities possibly throughout INIDA.  



➢ Cost effective solutions in order to meet the market standard. As already there 

are lot of cost-effective solar rooftop providers are available in market hence, we 

should be more concentrative on cost reduction, providing rebates (at least in 

initial phases).  

➢ Frequent discussions with Government and local bodies for any tie-ups and/or for 

bringing our products under government schemes if possible so that Govt. can 

provide rebate on the same without reducing the margin-cost. 

➢ Looking for Tax rebates from Government. 

➢ Maintenance plan, breakdown maintenance procedure and cost for the same if 

any to be revealed well in advance for maintaining transparency with customer.  

 

Even though Govt is providing so much of schemes, rebates and all other for creating 

awareness and need for solar rooftop across INDIA, not much developments have taken 

place. Instead Smart Flower have so many benefits but there are many cons as well 

pertaining to INDIAN solar market especially. The most challenging situations that we 

may face are mentioned below: 

• The average electricity consumption in INDIA is very low around 1000 Kwh per 

year which is way less comparatively to USA, infact suggests that we must work 

more on cost reduction which will allow us to stabilize quickly in INDIAN market.   

• Not fully aware of renewable energy capacity especially solar within local people. 

• Most people still think that this may lead to electrically hazard because of lack of 

awareness on the system.  

• Storage of the system at the time of natural calamities like heavy rains, floods 

which we are facing in INDIA at present in most parts of the country.  

• Any insurance coverage policies in such time of unavoidable circumstances which 

may possibly lead to damage of the product.   

• Meanwhile while increasing our market in INDIA, we can search for options for 

affordable cost. 

• In the year 2010-11 GRID tied Solar power plants have a PPA of INR. 14-15/Kwh 

generation, but if we see present cost it is around INR. 2.44/Kwh which picturizes 

the reality that where we must work upon. Same is the case for rooftop as well.  



Conclusion:  

The main regions for market expansion are metropolitan cities, corporate 

companies, factories, Government buildings etc. But we have more scope in villages also 

like usage of Smart Flower in daily activities like: 

• agricultural appliances which is backbone of INDIAN economy. 

• Running Tractors using the solar energy which is not available in market at 

present.  

• Running water pump-sets which is increasing in recent times in INDIA.  

• We must look for all possible ways by designing more robust and user friendly 

by whish only we can make our mark in INDIAN solar market.  

There is vast scope in INDIA market for solar but with slight workout on mainly cost 

parameters at-least in the initial phases of our introduction to new market we can 

expect lot of growth.  

 

 


